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A wireless lighting control system reduced lighting energy use 68%
in the fourth-floor corridor of UCSF’s Mount Zion Medical Center.

ENERGY &
CO2E SAVINGS

53–68 %

OCCUPANCY RATES

12–16 %

15-YEAR (LIFETIME)
ENERGY COST
SAVINGS

$ 465–$600

per fixture based on UCSF’s
rate of $0.14 / kWh

In 2013 the SPEED team collaborated with UC San Francisco
to demonstrate three lighting retrofits of fluorescent fixtures.
Three control systems, each with different system
architectures, were installed in three different UCSF
corridors. All three systems utilize occupancy controls,
but each one provides a different level of control, different
programming capabilities, and energy and maintenance
monitoring features.
The systems installed at UCSF are at three distinct price points and capabilities,
demonstrating the feasibility of adaptive corridor lighting retrofits for sites with
different budgets and financing opportunities. In the most complex system,
each luminaire is equipped with occupancy, daylight and temperature sensors
and connected to a wireless network lighting control system. The other two
use zonal approaches, with multiple luminaires receiving signals from a single
occupancy sensor.
The lighting control solutions described in this case study meet new California
standards for lighting energy efficiency. Under Section 130.1(c)-6C of the state’s
2013 Title 24, Part 6 requirements, corridor lighting power must be capable of
automatically reducing at least 50% when corridors are vacant during hours of
operation. Corridor lighting must shut off completely when buildings are closed.

» For more information, visit PARTNERSHIPDEMONSTRATIONS.ORG

PROBLEM

PROJECT TECHNOLOGIES

Hallways and corridors account for about one-quarter of lighting energy use in
non-residential buildings, yet even the busiest of these corridors are typically
vacant for at least 75% of a building’s hours of operation. Adaptive, or bi-level,
corridor lighting systems allow facility managers to seize this opportunity for
energy savings. These systems use occupancy sensors to automatically dim
lights when spaces are vacant, reducing energy consumption and helping to
offset peak demand. Updating lighting systems in this way also maintains—and
often improves—the safety, quality and visual comfort of lighting for occupants.

WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM
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Lutron Energi TriPak wireless control
system and occupancy sensors,
available at lutron.com

SOLUTIONS

Enlighted
Each fixture in the Enlighted demonstration was equipped with an Enlighted
occupancy, daylight and temperature sensor, a 0 – 10 V dimming ballast, and a
wireless control unit. Fixtures communicate wirelessly with a system gateway
that gathers data from all the sensors. The gateway then submits data to the
Energy Manager, which provides system connectivity to the Web. A Web
interface allows system administrators to schedule and control individual fixtures
or groups of fixtures throughout an entire building. This wireless networked
system provides maintenance alerts, energy use monitoring, tuning, daylight
harvesting, and demand response.

DEMONSTRATION RESULTS
SPEED partnered with UCSF to demonstrate fluorescent lighting retrofits using
three lighting controls systems. A total of 50 two-lamp T8 fluorescent
light fixtures in three different hallways were addressed for the retrofits.
For the WattStopper and Enlighted demonstrations, static ballasts were
replaced with 0 – 10 V dimming ballasts. Digital ballasts were installed for
the Lutron demonstration, though Lutron does offer a PowPak that utilizes
0 – 10 V dimming control. No other changes were made to the 2' x 2' and
1’ x 4’ surface-mounted and recessed fixtures already in place.
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WattStopper
The WattStopper digital lighting management (DLM) system is a hardwired
system that utilizes a central hub called a room controller. The room controller
connects to up to three switch legs. Each leg is dimmed via a 0 – 10 V interface
while sensors and switches are controlled by low-voltage cables. The DLM
system is programmable and requires commissioning, which can be carried
out using a laptop or a remote that communicates with the system via infrared
communication ports located on sensors and other controls. Although the
system installed at UCSF did not have a computer interface, the DLM system
allows for multiple room controllers to be connected via a building-wide interface.

HARD-WIRED CONTROL SYSTEM
Digital Lighting Management (DLM)
System, including occupancy
sensors and room controller,
available at wattstopper.com

WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM
Smart Sensors, Room Control,
Gateway, and Energy Manager
available at enlightedinc.com
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Lutron
The Lutron Energi TriPak control system uses wireless components that
communicate via radio frequency (RF) technology. PowPak dimming modules
utilize digital communication to control fixtures’ light output. The Energi TriPak
system utilizes wireless sensors and wall switches. The system features
plug-and-play installation, but it can be also adjusted via buttons at the central
hub. This particular Lutron system is not designed for network connectivity, but
more advanced Lutron systems do provide that option.

The Lutron Energi TriPak system was installed in the
third-floor corridor of the UCSF Medical Sciences Building.
This corridor, with 17 fixtures, is accessible 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. Using zone sensors, the system dims
lamps to 20% of full lighting power during vacant periods.
During system commissioning, the project team set the
high-end, or occupied, light level to 70% of full lighting
power. The Lutron installation reduced lighting energy use
62%, yielding annual savings of 260 kWh (occupancy
rate: 12%).
The WattStopper DLM System was installed in a corridor
with 14 fixtures, located on the 11th floor of the UCSF
Medical Sciences Building. Lighting in this hallway also
operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The DLM
System uses three switch legs to dim lights to 20% when
the space is vacant and lighting is in standby mode.
During system commissioning, the project team used the
system’s task tuning capability to set the high-mode
light level to 70% of full lighting power. The WattStopper
installation reduced lighting energy use 53%, saving
3,108 kWh annually (occupancy rate: 16%).
The Enlighted control system was demonstrated on the
fourth floor of UCSF’s Mount Zion Medical Center. The
19 fixtures controlled by this system operate at 20% or
70% of full lighting power when the corridor is vacant or
occupied. As with the WattStopper system, task tuning
carried out during system commissioning allowed the
fixtures to operate below 100% in high mode.
The Enlighted system was programmed to operate
emergency lights at maximum light output between
12 a.m. and 6 a.m., when non-emergency lights in the
hallway do not operate. Energy savings from the
Enlighted system reached 68%, or 5,396 kWh annually
(occupancy rate: 14%). Savings calculations are based
on 8,760 hours of operation per year to allow for
comparison with the other system demonstrations.

Simple Payback (Years)

FIGURE 1: SIMPLE PAYBACK PERIODS WITH INCENTIVES,
BASED ON ELECTRICITY RATES
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ECONOMIC EVALUATION
The lighting control systems installed at UCSF represent
a range of solutions, from conventional to leading edge.
Facilities with limited funding or lower electricity rates may
find it necessary to select a system with lower up-front
costs. Less costly systems do not offer all the features of
systems that can be customized, but they achieve a large
percentage of the energy savings that can be realized with
corridor lighting retrofits.
As indicated in Figure 1 and Table 1, incentives available
through the UC/CSU/IOU Energy Efficiency Partnership
would reduce demonstration costs 14 – 50%, shortening
simple payback periods by about 18 months.
Installations larger than the three small demonstrations
at UCSF will incur different costs, but using the full
capabilities of the networked systems, and on a
larger scale, will also improve the economic benefits
of installing such systems. For example, energy savings
from demand response (DR) were not included in this
economic evaluation, but the potential for DR savings
from networked control systems is significant.

TABLE 1: COST ANALYSIS WITH INCENTIVES
LUTRON
ENERGI
TRIPAK

WATTSTOPPER
DLM

Partnership
Incentives
per Fixture

$ 45

$ 53

$ 46

Net Cost
per Fixture*

$ 45

$ 76

$ 286

Savings from
Incentives

50 %

41 %

14 %

1.2

2.5

ROI

856 %

572 %

80 %

IRR

447 %

134 %

16 %

Payback
(Years)

10

5

0

$ 0.14

$ 0.07

$ 0.10

$ 0.15

Cost of Energy ($ / kWh)

$ 0.20

ENLIGHTED

6.6

* Fixture costs and payback periods reflect savings from Partnership
incentives ($0.24 / annual kWh saved) and energy savings (at a rate
of $0.14 / kWh).
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TABLE 2: PROJECT COSTS & SAVINGS SUMMARY
LUTRON ENERGI TRIPAK
12% Occupancy

Technology

System Power

Annual Energy
Consumption

BEFORE

AFTER

Static
T8

Bi-level
T8

49 W

49 W /
14 W

420 kWh 160 kWh

WATTSTOPPER DLM
16% Occupancy
BEFORE

AFTER

SAVINGS

Static
T8

Bi-level
T8

62 %

48 W

67 W /
14 W

260 kWh

420 kWh 199 kWh

ENLIGHTED
14% Occupancy
BEFORE

AFTER

SAVINGS

Static
T8

Bi-level
T8

53 %

48 W

50 W /
10 W

221 kWh

420 kWh 136 kWh

SAVINGS
68 %

284 kWh

Annual
Energy Cost

$ 59

$ 22

$ 37

$ 59

$ 28

$ 31

$ 59

$ 19

$ 40

Energy Cost
Over 15 years

$ 885

$ 330

$ 555

$ 885

$ 420

$ 465

$ 885

$ 285

$ 600

Total 15 - year
Cost for all
Fixtures

$ 15,045

$ 5,610

$ 9,435

$ 12,390

$ 5,880

$ 6,510

$ 16,815

$ 5,415

$ 11,400

Metrics listed are per-fixture quantities unless otherwise noted. Annual maintenance costs were unchanged by the retrofits.
Number of Fixtures

Cost of Labor

50 fixtures total
Lutron: 17
WattStopper: 14
Enlighted: 19
$ 28 / hour

ABOUT THE STATE PARTNERSHIP FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENT DEMONSTRATIONS
(SPEED) PROGRAM: The SPEED program is
supported by the California Energy Commission
and managed through the California Institute
for Energy and Environment (CIEE). SPEED
demonstrations are coordinated by the CIEE
in partnership with the California Lighting
Technology Center and the Western Cooling
Efficiency Center, both at the University
of California, Davis.

Installation Time per Corridor
Energy Cost
Lamp Life Unchanged
Lifetime for Cost Analysis
Annual Hours of Use

9 hours, with two employees
$ 0.14 / kWh
All T 8 fluorescent lamps maintained
15 years
8,760 hours

Any questions about lighting technologies, including costs, can be directed to:
PEDRAM ARANI
California Lighting
Technology Center, UC Davis
pmarani @ ucdavis.edu
cltc.ucdavis.edu

KARL JOHNSON
California Institute for
Energy and Environment
karl.johnson @ uc-ciee.org
uc - ciee.org

For more resources and information, including technology
catalogs, business case studies and demonstration maps,
visit PARTNERSHIPDEMONSTRATIONS.ORG.
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